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SUMMARY
In large transit systems, typical token booths can have up to $10,000 in cash; as a result,
they are vulnerable targets for robberies. Over the last several years, at least one mass
transit system has experienced incendiary attacks on subway Token Booth (Railroad)
Clerks. Since the booths are heavily protected against physical assault, criminals have
retooled and have targeted these locations for incendiary assault.

Although not a relatively common fire problem, this type of incendiarism presents a challenge for the design and installation of fire protection systems to counteract such attacks
on

token booths and similar locations.

This paper discusses the design objectives, concepts, system design, testing and implementation of an ultra-high speed fire detection/suppression system to defuse an incendiary attack on the personnel in a token booth.
The

majority of the information contained in this report was based on actual incident inves-

tigations and fire experience, knowledge gained through full-scale testing, input from various entities affected by the system, e.g., internal, system safety and fire departments,
and NFPA standards, primarily NFPA 12A (Halon Systems) and the NFPA 72 series (fire
detection and alarm). Other transportation authorities were contacted to determine if this
type of problem was found in other locations of the country; none were found.

EARLY ATTACKS AND INITIAL FIRE
SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS
One of the first documented incendiary attacks
token booth occurred in 1979 at an elevated subway station in major east coast city. Two
men, who attempted to avoid paying the subway
fare, were reported to transit police by booth
personnel and subsequently apprehended. The
following day, the same two men returned to the
booth in an act of revenge. Using a 2.5 gallon
fire extinguisher filled with gasoline, they
sprayed gasoline into the booth and ignited the
flammable liquid. Although there were fire
extinguishers in the booth, both clerks were
fatally burned.
on a

In response to this

incident, a project was under-
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by the local transit authority to design and
implement a token booth fire suppression
system. The fire systems utilized pneumatic rateor-rise heat detectors, or HADs (and later, fusible
links) connected to a mechanically actuated
Halon 1301 extinguishing system. The systems
taken

manual release. These were basically very simple total flooding design; however,
there were no attacks similar to the 1979 incident to field test the system until 1988.
also included

a

a

Since 1979, and particularly in the last two or
three years, the frequency of incendiary attacks
has increased; however, instead of spraying
gasoline into the token booth, assailants would
pour the gasoline into the money trough (a
valley formed in a countertop with a vertical
glazing across the axis) and ignite it. This would
cause the clerk to flee, thereby allowing the
assailant free access to the booth. The gasoline
would burn in the trough, but would not pro109-

duce sufficient heat to activate the suppression
system. In response to the increased frequency
of attacks, and anticipating a more severe
method of attack, a new fire detection/suppression system was developed.

choice for the following reasons:

only acceptable agent availproduce the level of life safety
required;
Because the systems were small, it was
presumed that Halon 1301 could be jusIt

1.

2.

While

a new system was in the process of development, there was another death attributed to

an incendiary attack on a token booth in 1988. In
that attack, the assailant using a plastic milktype jug filled with gasoline, sprayed gasoline on
the railroad clerk by squeezing the bottle while
its spout was inserted in the money trough. The
squeezing of the bottle caused gasoline to splash
into the booth and onto the clerk. The assailant
then ignited the flammable liquid. The clerk,
having been severely burned, later died.

was

the

able to

tified under the Montreal Protocol due
to the life safety function;
As alternative agents were being investigated, the re-engineering of the discharge system, assuming a similar
gaseous agent, would be minimal due to
the small amount of piping and the lack
of a need for balancing since these would
be mostly single or dual nozzle systems.

3.

Hurdles

NEW FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS
DEVELOPMENT
The most important

protection system
in

objective

of the

new

fire

to effect extinguishment
time to prevent flame and/or

was

a short enough
combustion products from harming personnel
who are sprayed with gasoline. Another important factor in deciding on the extinguishing
agent was that the clerk had to be kept in a tenable, yet inert, environment until transit police
could arrive. This is because flammable vapors
would still be present and, depending on the
agent used, the possibility of a reignition or
multiple attack attempts was a reality. In some
instances, assailants had been known to make
repeated attempts in setting fire to the booth
interior prior to the arrival of transit police.

Because of the large amount of money and electrical/mechanical equipment in the token booths,
liquid and powder-type extinguishing media
would be unacceptable due to the cleanup and

downtime effects. Gaseous agents could not
reduce oxygen levels below ambient nor could
they be toxic because the clerks may have to
remain in the booths for an extended time; therefore, carbon dioxide and nitrogen were unacceptable. As a result, Halon 1301

was

chosen.

The future of Halon 1301 is now and was the
subject of question at the time of this design.
Halon 1301 was maintained as the agent of

The design of a gaseous fire suppression system
for a token booth had a variety of design and
installation hurdles to overcome. Since the
token booths are pre-fabricated, they are prone
to many sources of air leakage.

Booth air conditioning was accomplished by
of a typical through-the-wall room air
conditioner which did not normally recirculate,
i.e., the fresh air vent was normally open. The
means

units were nonstandardized,
of various models and manufacturers.
Due to the type of ventilating system and the
lack of available space, many leaks could neither be sealed nor dampered.
air

and

conditioning
were

incendiary attacks, token booths
were prey to other methods of attack including
assault by firearms, axes, sledgehammers, baseball bats, concrete blocks and fires set exterior
In addition to

to the booth. Due to the nature of attack and
abuse that typical token booths must withstand,
they have evolved into mini-fortresses of bulletresistant construction. Any modification to such
a booth had to be carefully scrutinized so as not
to

impair the overall safety of the occupants.

Token booths are typically 7 ft 6 in. in height,
either 6 ft x 6 ft or 6 ft x 12 ft (floor dimensions)
and are equipped with a large array of equipment and fixtures including:
~

HVAC equipment

~

Full-length countertop
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.

Chairs

.

Money safe
Money counters
Money bags
Paperwork
Telephone equipment

.

.

.

.

.

Automatic and manual fare collection
electronics and equipment and

.

Personal

er between himself and the danger; in this case,
the person is indeed intimate with the fire. To
compound the problem, the person cannot usually exit the booth for fear of physical harm.
Also, due to the long working hours that may
extend throughout the night, it is possible for a
clerk to fall asleep inside the booth, thereby preventing any reaction to the attack.

Requirements

belongings.

These fixtures and equipment account for
approximately 80% of the available (non-glass)
wall area and less than 10% of the booth volume.
Diagrams of typical one- and two-person booths
are shown in Figures 1 and 2. There are very
rigid installation constraints relative to space,
accessibility, and the operation of the booth.
The booths were not equipped with what can be
considered a reliable electrical source since the
incoming power feed could be connected to the
load side of a circuit breaker box. Although generally locked, these boxes were, unfortunately in
some cases, accessible to the public (and hence,
to

The basic requirements for the new fire protection system were outlined, as follows. The
system had to:
~

React fast to prevent any injury on a
person who was splashed with gasoline
and subsequently ignited.

~

Utilize a clean extinguishing agent to
minimize the cleanup efforts after a

system discharge.
~

Consider the safety of the personnel as
of the utmost importance. No injury,
either from the assailant or from system
discharge, would be tolerated.

~

Be capable of fast recovery since local
transit authority policy was that a token
booth would not be placed back into
operation until a fully functional fire
protection system was in service.

~

Be easily manually operated for
stricken person to activate.

~

Have

assailants).

Although non-incendiary attacks can be fatal,
the occupants in the booth typically have some
time to notify the transit police or to take evasive or offensive actions. On the other hand,
when sprayed with gasoline (or other flammable
liquid), the clerk does not have a physical barri-

Figure

1.

Typical One-person Booth.

a

manual

panic-

discharge capability

Figure 2. Typical Two-person Booth.
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a

in

~

the event of automatic system failure.
Be compact enough to be installed in
very

tight quarters.

~

Be accessible for maintenance and refilling.

~

Withstand the effects of a harsh environment because booths were located in
a variety of areas (below grade stations,
elevated stations, outdoors or as part of
the railroad right-of-way). &dquo;Harsh&dquo; is
used in this context to mean an outdoor
area where there is a wide variety of
temperatures, and which is exposed to
diesel exhaust and airborne steel dust
(from the friction between the rails and
subway train wheels).

~

Be installed under the assumption that
there was reliable electric power available and that outside emergency power
would not be available.

Design Concepts
In addition to the operational requirements,
design concepts for the fire protection systems
were as

follows:

1.

Different manufacturers were preferred
for the detection and suppression systems. The reason was due to transit
authority policy and the desire for specialized experience. Also, packaged systems from single manufacturers could
not demonstrate the best detection and

2.

No

suppression systems, simultaneously.
injury from the assailant to the clerk

would be tolerated.
3.

The time for agent discharge was to be
the shortest possible without causing

agent injury (physical
4.

Booth Modifications
Since the local transit authority dealt with a
high volume of passenger traffic, the money

or

psychological)

occupant.
The systems were
to

an

to maintain tenable
and safe conditions in the booth for at
least 10 min. This represents the time
that it should take a local transit authority police officer to respond to the booth.

the most efficient money transfer
fast, simple and required no
moving parts. Unfortunately, the trough is an
easy avenue for introducing a flammable liquid.

Detection

Alternative designs, including a rotating money
holder and a sliding drawer mechanism, were
considered. When constructed to prevent the
introduction of both flammable liquids and pro-

Choosing the type of detector was relatively
simple. Smoke and heat detectors were too slow.
Combustible gas detectors were considered,
since they could conceivably detect a flammable
liquid prior to ignition; however, the response

trough

was

method: it

SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

was

jectiles, the alternate systems

Sub-System

could not operate
efficiently. Because such devices could not be
designed to work quickly, safely and efficiently
while still maintaining a liquid-tight seal and

time and maintenance requirements
acceptable. The flame detector was the

bullet-resistant integrity, these methods
not acceptable alternatives.

The available flame detectors provided low maintenance, field adaptability and quick response.
The only real maintenance associated with flame
detectors, besides periodic testing, was the
integrity of the optics. With self-checking features, this concern would be mitigated.

Any and all modifications

were

to a token booth must
be tested for the defense against firearms.
Similarly, any modifications to the booths for the
fire suppression system must not compromise the
bullet-resistant integrity nor impair the efficientcy of operation of the booth. Examples of such
non-bullet resistant modifications include ventilation ducting and dampers, holes to accommodate piping or electrical wiring, and modifications to the bullet-resistant glazing for mounting
of equipment or pass-through of services.

that could

respond within

a

were

not

only type

short enough time.

There are various types of flame detectors on
the market that employ differing flame recognition electronics, levels of self-checking and false
alarm rejection. Most detectors are either of the
ultraviolet (UV), infrared (IR) or combined type
(UV/IR). Others can be dual channel of the
same type of wavelength, IR/IR, for example.
112-
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These detectors generally recognize certain
defined brands of electromagnetic radiation that
are emitted by flaming and/or
non-flaming fires
and can be fine-tuned to the type of fire expected. Still others have circuitry to recognize a
&dquo;flame signature&dquo; (the combination of wavelengths with associated relative magnitudes.)
Dirt and oily films have varying effects on optical flame detectors. While such contaminants do
not seem to affect IR detectors to the same
degree as UV detectors, it was assumed that no
preventive maintenance would be relied upon
for cleaning; therefore, optical integrity was a
critical feature.

Since such dirt and oily films can impair detecsensitivity, most detectors were equipped
with devices to check the cleanliness (or translucence) of the optics. Types of lens checks range
from internal manual sources to automatic
through-the-lens methods. Some detectors also
include internal circuitry self-checking.
tor

A matrix listing the required features was configured for each manufacturer’s product and a
scoring system, with up to five levels of acceptability, depending on the parameters, was used
in evaluating the detectors, as shown in Table 1.

Suppression Sub-System
Suppression systems were considered with the
intention of finding a viable unit that would
require the fewest modifications to fit inside a
token booth.
Coordination of functions would be performed
by a fire suppression control panel for:
113

.

Automatic (flame detection), manual
(panic-button) and emergency manual
(mechanical) agent release

.

Shutdown of the air

.

Notification of the Command Center via
the Emergency Booth Communication
System (EBCS) which transmits over
leased telephone lines
Local annunciation.

.

conditioning unit

The maximum discharge time allowed by NFPA
12A is 10 sec. Full-scale tests, described in a
later section, indicated that a liquid phase discharge time of approximately 2.5 sec prevented
the flame from contacting the clerk (mannequin)
and did not pose a physical or psychological
threat to the clerk under normal or threatened
conditions. Discharge times under 2.5 sec would
startle clerks; also, the cooling effects of the
rapid discharges of less than 2.5 sec would begin
to cause injury to the clerks. As a result, 2.5 sec
was selected to achieve rapid extinguishment,
prevent injury, and minimize the exposure of
personnel to the extinguishing agent.

Related

Systems

explosion suppression as well
Systems
Anti-Tank
(HEAT) protection
High Energy
these systems
While
were
systems
investigated.
may discharge in less time, they were rejected
in the interest of personnel safety. Nozzle sizes
were much larger than that for a 2.5 sec discharge, on the order of 2 in. diameter, with 750
psig internal pressures and high speed, solenoid
actuated, nonrestricting valves. Such a discharge was considered too forceful and could
cause possible traumatic or psychological effects
due to the agent being rapidly released (less
used for

as

than 25 millisec) at high pressure.

Testing Objectives
Full-scale

Concentration Maintenance
high leakage rates (approxi1.65
ft2
per 220 ft3), the halon systems
mately
were designed to achieve and maintain a safe and
inert atmosphere. This was accomplished with a
primary fast discharge system, to bring the initial
Halon 1301 concentration to 7% and a secondary
sub-system to maintain the concentration

testing
lowing objectives:

was

performed

with the fol-

To counteract the

between 6 and 7% in the booth for 10 minutes.
The 7% concentration limit was the maximum
permitted by NFPA 12A for the extended exposure (15 min), and the 6% limit was the minimum that the local fire department regulations
permitted. Other jurisdictions may permit lower
concentrations since an approximate 3.5% concentration may effectively inert the atmosphere.
The concept of

dual-discharge capability was
considered; however, the extended discharge

system assured an inert environment until
transit police arrived. Also, a second discharge
of Halon 1301 could cause the halon concentration to exceed acceptable levels (7 %).

Although a Halon 1301 monitoring system with
metered discharge could be designed, this would
be a much more complex system with higher
maintenance requirements. The extended discharge sub-systems were designed using information gathered from door fan (enclosure

integrity) testing.
By supplying/exhausting air into/from the token
booths and measuring the temperature, pressure and air flow, an equivalent leakage area
(free vent area) was calculated by the door fan
software. Using the calculated free vent area,
the rate of Halon 1301 lost through the &dquo;opening~’ was estimated to size a nozzle for concentration maintenance.

PRE-SPECIFICATION TESTING
One of the most important aspects of designing
fire protection system for such a unique
hazard is to perform full-scale testing prior to
implementation of a final design specification.
a

Optimum nozzle placement
mum

turbulence and

to achieve maxi-

extinguishment.

Since these are very small areas, it was found
that the orientation of the nozzle affected the
progression of the flame front. In some configurations, the flame would be &dquo;pushed&dquo; toward the
mannequin prior to extinguishment. The chosen
method of locating the nozzles at the ceiling and
discharging toward the far corners caused the
flame to be &dquo;pushed&dquo; away from the mannequin

during discharge.

Optimum detector placement to provide a maxifield of view and maximum sensitivity at
the trough with minimum obstructions.
mum

This included testing with clerks in different
locations in the booth.

Six-point concentration levels were

to be record-

concentration maintenance over
time, both with and without the secondary dis-

ed to

verify

charge system.
A set of six-point concentrations, as described
under &dquo;Concentration and Hold Tests,&dquo; was
chosen to track the Halon 1301 profile. Because
of the small volume and high expected turbulence in the booths, six-point readings were
specified to generate a more accurate profile of
the halon concentrations. Excess concentration
in certain areas was also of concern.

Locate all leaks in order to seal as many
sible.

as

pos-

Although it was not feasible to seal all leaks,
such testing was done to address potential
future concerns. The locations of all leaks were
documented to provide information to the
designers of new token booths. While sealing
token booths may substitute for or complement
an extended discharge system, such sealing/gasketing may cause Halon 1301 levels to increase
if done after initial system implementation. It is
important that after any modification to a token
114-

FIRE TEST CRITERIA

booth that may affect the free leakage area, the
booth must be door fan tested to avoid unsafe
Halon 1301 concentrations.

Fire test criteria

False Alarm

Zone: To determine the number and location

are

defined

as

follows:

Nozzle Placement

Rejection

For reliability and justification, false alarm rejection is obviously very important in any fire suppression system. Some sources of stray infrared
and/or ultraviolet radiation prevalent in subway
stations include third power rail arcs, certain
light fixtures, radio frequency interference (RFI),
cigarette lighters, solar radiation and welding.
As with any extremely sensitive fire detection
system, false alarm rejection must be inherent to
the system design and must not be compromised;
otherwise, system usefulness may be affected.

of halon discharge nozzles for optimal protection
of the railroad clerk. Accountable factors to
include speed of extinguishment, protection of
the clerk from flame, and exposure of the clerk
to

extinguishing agent.

Me h : A series of actual gasoline fires that
were indicative of actual methods of attack
including pouring 1 gallon of gasoline through
the money trough, spraying gasoline through
the money trough with a 16-ounce ’ketchup-

type’
The token booths are enclosed by bullet-resistant glass, which shields most of the stray ultraviolet and infrared radiation. Pliable, UV/IRopaque flaps for the money troughs could prevent such light from entering through the
troughs. Since clerks may be inclined to smoke
inside the booths, automotive-type non-flaming

cigarette lighters were specified to prevent a
cigarette lighter from being mistaken for an

incendiary fire. Although detectors could be
tuned to react to a larger fire than a cigarette
lighter, it was decided that false alarm prevention techniques would be pursued, rather than
permit

any unjustified delay
tion. False alarm rejection

in

system

actua-

techniques also

included providing a disconnect circuit for when
the booth door is opened.

Fire Performance Tests
Performance testing for nozzle placement,
detector aiming, concentration maintenance,
leak abatement, false alarm rejection and door
fan testing was performed at the local fire
department training center.
In these performance tests, mannequins dressed
in typical clerk uniforms and surrounding areas
were soaked with gasoline. The gasoline was
ignited from both internal and external sources.
For the final specified system, in all cases, the
visible flame front never came within 2 in. of
the mannequin.

squeeze

bottle, spraying gasoline through

the booth aperture by squeezing a 1-gallon
polyethylene milk container, and spraying gasoline through aperture with a 16-ounce spray
bottle (i.e., atomizer).
Tests included

primary halon system discharges

(no extended discharges) of various nozzle configurations such as, but not limited to, center of
ceiling (360° nozzle), sidewall ceiling (180°
nozzle), or a combination of center of ceiling,
sidewall ceiling and local aperture (90° nozzle).
The various nozzle configurations were tested to
determine the effects of the turbulence and flow
on

the fire.

conducted with a mannequin
(dressed in typical uniforms) seated behind the
countertop. All tests were recorded on video
tape. Fires were remotely ignited. No tests were

The tests

were

fully destructive.
Detector Placement
Purpose: To determine the number and location of
flame detectors for optimum system performance.
Accountable factors include speed of detection,
detector shadowing, and false alarm immunity.

Method:
1. Speed of response and detector shadowing:
Flame detector(s) were exposed to 0.5-in. high
butane flame, as produced by a Bic-type disposable cigarette lighter (&dquo;or approved equal&dquo;) from
various locations in the booth.
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2. False alarm immunity: Flame detector(s)
were exposed to ultraviolet and infrared
light

high polyester contents, contributing

from outside of the booth with the booth
door open and closed. UV and IR sources included, but were not limited to, electric welding arc,
acetylene cutting torch with cutting, welding,
and brazing flames, and radiation source gun.
sources

trol was found to be the best readily available
all-around detector for the application. The
chosen detector was manufactured to respond to
a very narrow ultraviolet band that is found in
flaming hydrocarbon fires. The independent
detector and control unit was enclosed in an
explosion-proof, NEMA 4 housing and recognized UV radiation in the 1850 to 2450
Angstrom range. This range is common to gasoline and similar hydrocarbon flames, primarily
due to the formation of carbon dioxide.

Method: Six-point halon concentration readings
were taken at 1 ft vertical intervals from the
ceiling inside the token booth. Readings were
taken on strip chart recorders for 10 minutes or
until the halon concentration dropped to below
3% at all levels (whichever occurred first).

This phase approach illustrated the effectiveness
of each integrity improving method. After the
token booth had been sealed, as stated above,
smoke pressurization tests were to be conducted
to determine other sources of leakage.
A full-scale test (i.e., detection, suppression,
concentration maintenance, auxiliary functions)
of the fire detection and suppression system,
equipped as per the specifications, was conducted. All times and intervals were recorded and
documented. The system was verified to be

within the specifications such as detection time,
discharge duration times, halon concentration
over time, auxiliary functions and false alarm
immunity stated by the manufacturers.

Flammability Tests
In addition to system tests, the flammability of
clerk uniforms were tested according to Federal
Test Method 191.B Part 5903. Old uniforms had

high

Detection Sub-System
A single channel, ultraviolet flame detector/con-

tions of Halon 1301.

and had the door area sealed with weatherstripping, air conditioner grille sealed, and construction seams caulked.

a

FINAL SPECIFICATION

Concentration and Hold Tests
Purnose: To determine the uniformity of halon
concentration of the suppression system and
leakage characteristics of the typical token
booth. Also, to determine any excess concentra-

Concentration readings and fan tests were
taken in phases of token booth integrity. Such
phases included booths that were unmodified

to

textile flammability. As a result of this testing,
new uniform standards which eliminated
polyester and other synthetics were proposed.

The detector had an 80° cone of vision, an
adjustable time delay, and both current and
relay outputs. When exposed to UV radiation,
the Geiger-Muller detector tube produced a certain number of electrical &dquo;counts&dquo; per second; if
the counts were sufficient, they were converted
to an output signal indicating a fire.
The detector was equipped with through-thelens optical integrity verification, internal electronic self-checking, interchangeable optical elements/tubes, automatic background radiation
compensation and recognized a 3 in. diameter
hydrocarbon flame at 5 ft within 25 millisec.

Other factors of the detector that were considered included: compactness and rugged construction (suitable for installation in close quarters) ; relatively moderate cost; and the high visibility of the unit. Also, the detector had the
appearance of a closed circuit television camera
which served a potential secondary function of
preventing other crimes.

Although other detectors had comparable or
superior detection and false alarm immunity,
they were discounted for a variety of reasons.
included non-standard power
to certain flames such as
blindness
requirements;
These
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reasons

some alcohols; incompatibility with standard fire
alarm systems, or those packaged systems in
which the manufacturer/distributor would only
supply the entire detection/suppression system.

Suppression Sub-System
The suppression system included
panel that:

a

fire control

Once the first phase was completed, all &dquo;bugs&dquo;
had to be located and removed and the system

Provided panic button (manual) input
device zones

~

specification fine-tuned to correct any problems
phase. Some types of bugs

found during the first
included:

Controlled the electro-mechanical dis-

~

Since the local transit authority operated a very
large system with a very large number of token
booths, the implementation of the fire suppression systems was performed under a phased
approach. The first phase had to be rigorously
tested to ensure that there were no design
flaws.

Monitored flame and heat detection
(automatic) input device zones

~

POST-SPECIFICATION TESTING

charge of halon cylinders.

Aiming detectors

~

Mounting of devices in booths with

~

standard appurtenances
Connections of AC power in booths that
already had overloaded electrical panels

The

panel monitored the following supervised
circuits, including two detection circuits (style B

D) for heat and flame detectors, one manual
pull station circuit (style B or D) for panic buttons, one audible alarm circuit (Class A or B) for
or

local annunciation, one release circuit (Class A
or B) for halon discharge, and one abort circuit
(Class B) for canceling the extended discharge

(optional feature).
The panel provided five Form C, DPDT auxiliary output relays that were used for HVAC
shutdown and EBCS notification. Detection circuits were wired as independent zones without
cross,

counting or priority-zone configurations.

The primary halon cylinder was equipped with a
solenoid discharge valve with a manual mechanical override. Since an abort circuit was not utilized, the secondary cylinder was controlled via a
pneumatic slave actuator valve. Both cylinders
were capable of being discharged
manually with
no (battery or line) electrical power.

Mushroom-type panic

buttons were installed at
booth exit doors and at the normal operating
positions of the clerks to effect the discharge of
Halon 1301. In addition to flame detector actuation, the system could function under full
manual control in case of a loss of both primary
(line) and secondary (battery) power.

in non-standard
booths to achieve a good field of vision
without obstructions by personnel

~

~

~

non-

Decreasing leakage in older booths
Mounting remote discharge devices
be accessible for emergency operation.

Also, and

very

to

important, the first phase

sys-

retrofitted to be identical to the
possible redesigned second phase systems. This
is important from both an operational and
tems had to be

maintenance/repair standpoint to minimize
dual-track training of operations and maintenance personnel.

Operator Concerns
The clerks were consulted and educated on the
use and merits of the system. The safety of the
clerks was of the utmost importance, and this
fact had to be conveyed to them. Some of the
known effects of Halon 1301 are included in the
NFPA 12A Appendix. There are possible health
concerns, and personnel who may be exposed to
the agent must be educated about its effects.
The system, as designed, would cause no significant adverse health effects.

Implementation
See

Appendix 1 for a sample specification.

Installation of the ultraviolet detector-operated
system with primary discharge, HVAC shut117
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down, EBCS notification, and both electrical
and mechanical manual operation capability
had been implemented for all token booths in
the local transit authority. False alarm rejection
methods were not fully incorporated. Although
these systems were not installed in accordance
with the full specification due to budgetary reasons, it was a step in the direction to provide
increased life safety.
Real World

Operability

The optical flame detection system proved its
worth in October 1989. Apparently, in the early
morning, an assailant demanded that a clerk
open the booth door. The attendant refused. The
man then squirted gasoline
through the coin
slot throughout the booth and onto the attendant’s clothing. He then lit the gasoline. Before
the attendant could react, the system detected
the ultraviolet light from the fire, and the Halon
1301

was

immediately discharged, extinguish-

ing the fire.

Although the attendant was stunned and emotionally upset, he was essentially unharmed.
After investigation, the system was returned to
service, and the booth was back in operation in
few hours. To date, there have been at least

a

two additional successful

discharges

that have

prevented injury to other railroad clerks.

APPENDIX 1
SAMPLE SPECIFICATION
1. Halon systems shall be of the ’total flooding’
type and discharge a full concentration of
Halon 1301 within 2.5 sec.

Due to the small area and wide range of fire scenarios, the system should be designed as total
flooding rather than local application, although
nozzle positioning is important in preventing a
flame front from approaching the clerk. The 2.5
sec (liquid-phase) discharge assured rapid extinguishment, halted the flame front and did not

produce injury to personnel.
2. Extinguishing systems shall be designed for a
7% initial concentration of Halon 1301 at 70°F.
The Halon concentration shall not exceed 7%
nor drop below 6% for at least ten minutes.

Systems may require multiple or extended discharge capability to maintain the design concentration for the specified time.
Systems should be designed within the limits
for extended concentration maintenance to project against multiple attacks. Concentrations
must be within the local jurisdiction, NFPA
standard and other acceptable toxicity levels.
3. Extinguishing systems shall conform to
NFPA 12A - Halon 1301 Fire Extinguishing
Systems, latest edition, except as modified
herein or otherwise, approved by a licensed fire

protection engineer.
Because these systems are not fully anticipated
in the scope of NFPA 12A, there should be provisions for engineered judgement to vary from the

general standard.
4.

Extinguishing systems shall include

auto-

matic, manual and manual remote actuation.
Automatic operation is via flame (and heat)
detection whereas manual operation is installed
at the operating position to be readily accessible
to the user to discharge agent prior to ignition
or, for liquids that do not produce visible UV or
IR flame or, for a backup to the flame detector.
Manual remote operation is to be used in the
event of total power failure and to mechanically
operate the halon discharge valve(s).
5. Automatic actuation shall be

by ultraviolet
and/or infrared radiation (UV/IR) optical
flame detection. Discharge of the extinguishing
agent shall initiate within 150 millisec, when
exposed to a 1 ft2 gasoline (or other approved

hydrocarbon) flame at a distance of 5 ft.
Ultraviolet and infrared were found to be the
fastest method of detection available; however,
different detector circuitries produced different
response times. The 150 millisec time was
intended for discharge to begin; this required
that the detector and the control panel had to
signal the Halon valve to open within that time.
The purpose of this is so that a fast operating
detector could not be hampered by a slower
operating control panel.
6. A 135°F fast response, rate-compensated heat
detector mounted on the ceiling shall be provided.
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The heat detector was to be provided solely for
the instance of a non-flaming, smoldering fire in
an unattended booth. The heat detector was not
a backup nor a substitute for flame detection.

Detector location is important to prevent their
obstruction by a clerk in a normal operating
position and to maximize the zone of influence.

flame detection circuitry shall allow for
background radiation and automatically adjust
the threshold for changes.
Some detectors would shutdown during excessive background (false alarm) conditions. This
would preempt them from operating if an attack
occurred simultaneously. As this could be a
means of defeating the system by an attacker, it
was considered vital to the acceptability of the
11. The

7. Fire detection devices

are

to be installed and

located in accordance with NFPA 72E Automatic Fire Detectors, latest edition.
This is

general installation
proper placement of detectors.
a

note to

ensure

8. Fire detection devices shall be installed so
to allow easy replacement of detector heads

as
or

assemblies (i.e., quick-disconnect connectors).
Because there are so many token booths, it is
desirable to permit quick interchangability
between systems during repair, maintenance
and troubleshooting.
9. Fire detectors may require approved wire
guard cages and /or optical screens. Optical
detectors must be installed so as to minimize
the possibility of their being used as coat or hat
racks that would obstruct the field of view.

Optical screens could be used to help filter out
false alarm sources whereas guard cages may
be used to protect the screen. Because the optical integrity feature of UV/IR detectors is for
lens translucence only, they cannot detect an
opaque object being placed between the detector
and the target; therefore, the &dquo;non-coat rack&dquo;
requirement is intended to prevent this type of
obstruction.
10. Flame detectors shall employ automatic
self-check circuitry of the internal electronics
and of the UV/IR translucence of the optical
sensing lenses. Failure of a self-check or lenscheck shall initiate a key-resettable trouble
signal (audible and visual). Detectors shall be
installed so as to minimize the possibility of the
field of vision being obstructed. Detectors shall
be aimed primarily at the booth money trough

flame detection system shall be
designed so as to minimize the possibility of
false alarms from non-fire sources such as, but
not limited to, electric arcs from the third rail,
welding arcs and flames, sodium-and mercuryvapor, quartz halogen and fluorescent light fixtures, smoking materials, lightning, sunlight,
heaters and hot equipment.
This is a general false alarm reduction requirement which lists the predominant sources of W
12. The

and IR radiation.

key-operated test switch (on
panel) that simulates the
sensing of a fire (i.e., at the electrical front end
of the detector). Operation of the switch would
cause an alarm but not a discharge.
The test switch would allow an inspector to test
the controller portion of the detector, the fire
suppression control panel and auxiliary functions, without causing a discharge. An alternate
approach would not simulate the sensing of a
fire, instead, it could require the use of a
cigarette lighter to provide a full test of circuit13. There shall be a
the system control

ry. This would however, be redundant in detectors that utilize self-check circuitry.

from a rear corner.
Self-check-circuitry minimizes inspection and
maintenance. Key resettable trouble signals

14. The fire control panel should be
with the following indications:

trouble condition will be investia
gated by supervisor and not merely defeated
by a clerk who fails to correct the problem. This
assists in tracking problems with the system.
ensure

that

system.

a
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a.

provided

AC power on

Battery power okay
System trouble
d. System discharge
Zone activated (flame, heat, manual)
e.
f. System ready
b.

c.

Dirty lens(es)
h. Detector circuitry trouble

g.
i.

possible
splashed with gasoline.

if a person had been

Low halon pressure.

These indications would enable clerks to notify
their supervisors of what part of the system may
be in an off-normal state, as well as assist in
investigating incidents to determine which devices
actuated the system. The indications would allow
the clerk to relay information to the supervisor so
that the proper action could be taken after a signal
(trouble or alarm) was received so that inspection
effort is not duplicated.
15.

Any system failure shall initiate a key-resetsignal. System actuation should
cause operation of a horn-strobe annunciator
which is mounted outside of the booth as well as
tied into the Emergency Booth Communication
System.
The key-reset feature is important to prevent
untrained clerks (in the maintenance aspect)
from overriding and/or ignoring signals. Hornstrobe annunciators would assist transit police
and/or bypassers identify assailants.
table trouble

16. The discharge nozzle shall be located as
high as possible (i.e., within 4 in. of ceiling, as
practical) and discharge toward the far corners.
The nozzle should be positioned as close as
practical to the center of the ceiling.
Based on full scale discharge and fire tests, the
halon jet flow and turbulence created from this
position produced the best effect during discharge in protecting the clerks.
Of course, where the booth geometry is changed,
i.e., in non-standard booths, this configuration
may have to be modified.

17. Manual and manual remote

operation shall
pull pins, however,
tamper seals shall be allowed), and be effected
by operating a heavy-duty (red) mushroom-type
button. An approved lanyard, handle, or equivbe

which may not be

single step (i.e.,

no

alent may be utilized as the manual release on
the cylinder (however, not as the remote
manual). Actuation forces shall be between 5
and 10 lbs. inclusive.

pins and non-standard methods of discharge are not acceptable since they require
more cognitive thought on the part of the clerk,

18. The manual remote must be located to be

immediately available (i.e., within arm’s reach)
and obvious to the clerk and located towards
the booth door.

Manual means of discharging the system should
be readily obvious and simple so the startled,
surprised clerk can readily activate it in case of
flame detector defeat or failure.
19. Two complete and separate remote manual
release systems shall be installed in two-person
booths.
Because there are two clerks and two different
operating positions, remote manual releases
should be installed at both positions, especially
because during off-peak hours, two-person booths
are sometimes operated with only one clerk.
20. An abort circuit shall be provided for multiple discharge systems (that may be used for concentration maintenance). The abort circuitry
shall cancel further discharges until the system
is reset unless a remote release is activated.

of an accidental discharge, this capability precludes a clerk from being exposed to
more halon than necessary. This would also conserve the agent.
In the

case

&dquo;defeat&dquo; circuit that would shunt out the
detector
flame
for a maximum of 10 sec (to prevent false alarms from personnel lighting pipes,
etc.) should be provided. Such circuit should
operate such that it would be impossible to prolong system defeat without an interim 30-sec
21. A

operational time.
Although smoking is not permitted in the token
booths, operating conditions, locations and
working hours make it inevitable.
A viable compromise of a 10 sec defeat was considered as being sufficient to permit personnel
to smoke in the booths whereas a lit cigarette
would only set off IR detectors at very close
range; therefore, instruction would be required
if IR detectors

were

used.

Pull

shall be provided with a
visual pressure gauge and transducer wired to

22. Halon

120

cylinders

the control panel to indicate low halon

discharge at the end of 24 hours.

cylinder

pressure.

Because electrical power in the booths was considered as unreliable, the system had to have
stand-alone capability to function without line
power. This requirement paralleled power

This eliminates the need for visually checking
the halon cylinder pressure although, it would
be part of the ongoing inspection program. This
also provides redundancy.

supply requirements of NFPA 72A.

23.

Cylinders shall be equipped with suitable
bracketing for secure mounting, yet allowing for
facility of inspection, maintenance, and servicing.
Because of the tight quarters in token booths,
secure

29. All key switches shall be keyed alike
transit authority standard key.

The use of a standard
and maintenance.

as a

key facilitates inspection

yet accessible mounting is important.

Electric, non-flaming cigarette lighters with
associated power supplies (i.e., automotive
30.

24.

Systems shall be provided with permanently
attached operating instructions (pressure sensitive stickers, or equivalent) as well as operator’s
manuals. An approved videotaped training
module should be supplied to train all operators.
Permanently applied operating instructions
ensure that guidelines are not misplaced or discarded. Videotape training is much more illustrative than written manuals and increases
visual perception of the operating procedures.
25. All

materials.
or in addition to the defeat circuit
described in Item No. 21, such nonflaming
lighters would lessen the occurrence of false
alarms. Training and instruction on the subject
of smoking are important.

In lieu of

housing, panels,

and conduits shall constandards.
This is a standard local transit authority policy
for electrical equipment due to the dirty environment (steel dust, vapors and fumes).

form

type), shall be provided and installed. Approved
signage and instruction (through videotaped
training modules and manuals) shall be supplied to prevent the accidental discharge of systems from booth personnel lighting smoking

to NEMA 4

26. All components shall be installed so as to not
obstruct lighting fixtures nor booth operations.

Bulb replacement in overhead fixtures was of
concern due to the fact that entire translucent
ceiling panels had to swing down. Improper
detector placement would hinder or prevent this

31. Upon installation completion, each system
shall be subject to inspection and acceptance by
transit authority inspectors trained by the
manufacturer or a manufacturer-app roved delegate. The installer shall provide all materials
and equipment for the acceptance tests. All
measurement equipment must be certified to be
in current calibration from an approved testing

facility.
This is

a

general quality control requirement.

operation.

of the system shall be either
Underwriters Laboratories (UL) or Factory
Mutual (FM) approved (or otherwise, approved
by a licensed fire protection engineer).
The allowance of non-UL or FM approved equipment, under engineered supervision, would
permit non-standard, i.e., military-type devices
and equipment, which may provide a higher
degree of safety and/or reliability, to be used.
32. All components

27. System design drawings and &dquo;as-built&dquo; plans
shall be subject to approval by the transit
authority. A prototype of the system shall be evaluated for approval prior to contract acceptance.

Due to the quantity of systems to be employed, it
is important that a functional prototype be evaluated and approved prior to implementation.
28. The electrical power source must be continuous and reliable. A battery backup shall be supplied and be capable of providing a 24-hour

system

standby and be able

to cause

an

agent

33. All materials furnished by the installer in
each system shall be new and warranted
against defects in materials and I or workman121-

ship for a period of not less than one year from
the date of acceptance by the transit authority.
This is a standard warranty requirement.
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